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Abstract - In this paper the extraction of the generalized 
scattering matrix using the Finite-Volume Time-Domain 
(FVTD) method is presented. The extraction scheme takes 
advantage of the flux-splitting formulation that is inherent to 
the FVTD algorithm. Thus the incident and reflected waves 
in a transmission line are immediately known at every time 
step. A new way to determine the power waves is shown as 
well as the implementation of the ports and the mode separa- 
tion in a multimode environment. The ability of the proposed 
scheme to extract the scattering parameters correctly is illus- 
trated in an example that compares the simulated return loss 
of a balun to measurements. 
Index Terms - FVTD, scattering parameters. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Finite-Volume Time-Domain (FVTD) method is 
applied to electromagnetic simulations since the end of the 
1980s. Its ability to be utilized in unstructured meshes 
makes FVTD highly attractive to analyze complex 
problems with curved and oblique surfaces, high dielectric 
contrasts or small details embedded in a large overall 
structure [l]. 
Microwave components and devices are typically 
characterized by scattering matrices, making their 
extraction a recurrent and important problem in EM 
simulations. The computation of scattering matrices in 
guided wave structures with the FVTD method is not 
straightforward and encounters several difficulties. One of 
these diff-iculties has to do with the port definitions for 
which a solution has been proposed and successfully tested 
in [2]. 
This paper reports significant progress in the computa- 
tion of the generalized scattering matrix by introducing a 
new method of calculating the power waves. Contrary to 
usual approaches the powers of the incident and reflected 
waves are determined directly by calculating the Poynting 
vectors of these waves in the port planes. The direct 
computation of the incident and the reflected power waves 
is possible because of the inherent separation of incoming 
and outgoing fluxes that the FVTD algorithm is based on. 
Template mode vectors are used to perform a modal 
projection to obtain the amplitude of the incident and 
reflected waves of the corresponding mode. The 
transversal field distributions stored in the mode vectors 
have to be determined in the preprocessing stage of the 
simulation. 
To demonstrate the ability of the proposed scheme for 
accurate extraction of the scattering matrix, the simulation 
of a broadband balun that transforms the waves of an 
unbalanced coaxial cable to the waves of a balanced two- 
wire line is shown and compared successfully to 
measurements. 
11. FVTD METHOD 
Maxwell's equations in conservative form are the 
foundation of the FVTD method. They are integrated over 
a finite volume using the divergence theorem. In our 
approach we use tetrahedrons as elementary cells in a cell- 
centered formulation. The tetrahedron a with the volume 
Vi consists of four faces ICi having the area Fik with 
outward-pointing normal unit vectors nik . For simplifica- 
tion the index i will be left out in the following when 
denoting faces, face areas and normal vectors. The FVTD 
discretization of the Maxwell's equations in space and time 
is given by 
where (.) denotes spatially averaged values and the 
overbar averaged values over one time step A t  [3]. On 
the left-hand side (LHS) in (1) volume-averaged fields at 
time-step index n + 1 are obtained as a function of 
volume-averaged values at time step n as well as surface- 
and time-averaged fields. Our algorithm is second order in 
space using the MUSCL scheme. The Lax-Wendroff 
Predictor-Corrector scheme results in second-order 
accuracy in time [4]. 
The vector products on the right-hand side (RHS) of (1) 
are interpreted as mathematical fluxes through the 
tetrahedron's triangular faces. Only the tangential field 
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components of the fields on the faces are relevant for the 
flux computation. These tangential fields on the triangles 
are used to determine the scattering parameters. A plane 
wave assumption in the finite volumes is made to separate 
the fluxes into an incoming and an outgoing part [4]. 
At each boundary between two cells the fluxes are 
written as 
The outgoing flux (superscript +) through a cell face is 
estimated on the basis of barycenter field values in the 
considered cell. 
estimated on the basis of barycenter field values in the 
neighbor cell sharing the face. 
In the following the denotation (.) for spatially 
averaged fields and the overbar for temporally averaged 
fields will be left out for the sake of simplicity. 
The incoming flux (superscript - ) through a cell face is 
m. GEOMETRICAL PORTS 
The ports in the FVTD algorithm are introduced as 
triangulated planes in the three dimensional (3D) 
tetrahedral mesh. The mesh generation is performed with 
the commercial software package Altair@ HyperMeshB. 
A port plane embedded in the mesh forces the adjacent 
tetrahedrons to have one face aligned, thus forming a 
phase reference plane. 
For a port plane located on a boundary of the 
computational domain (plane 1 in Fig. l), the incoming 
fluxes are used for excitation (source) or set to zero as a 
Silver-Muller absorbing boundary condition (ABC). A 
non-active port can alternatively be located in the 
computational bulk (plane 2 in Fig. l), where it does not 
affect the FVTD algorithm. 
Fig. 1. The port planes are embedded in the inhomogeneous 
mesh of a coaxial cable. They can be either located on a 
boundary of the computational domain (plane 1) or in the 
computational bulk (plane 2). volume elements are not shown. 
Iv. POWER WAVES 
To compute the scattering matrix, the incident and the 
reflected fields have to be determined on each port. In [5] 
Kurokawa introduced the concept of power waves. A new 
definition was given by Gwarek and Celuch-Marcysiak 
in [6] which guarantees that power waves also satisfy 
Maxwell's equations 
where the arc " denotes frequency-domain quantities 
obtained by a Fourier transform and the superscripts + 
and - denote the incident and reflected waves respec- 
tively. Normalization with the characteristic impedance 2 
of the transmission line results in a generalization of the 
scattering parameters [7 ] .  Unfortunately, the appli_cation 
of this defiition requires to compute the voltage V , the 
current f , and ?e characteristic impedance of the 
transmission line 2 . 
A new approach to determine the power waves 
satisfying Maxwell's equations is proposed here for the 
FVTD method. The powers of the incident and reflected 
waves are obtained by integration of the Poynting vectors 
over the port cross sect@ at time step n . None of the 
magnitudes V ,  f and 2 need to be computed. On the 
spatially discretized port plane consisting of N triangles, 
where the triangle k has the area Fk , these integrals are 
approximated as sum 
N 
a(.)' = (Et? (k n) x Ht' (k ,  n) ) F k  ( 5 )  
k = l  
Because of the local plane wave assumption the magnetic 
field of the separated waves can be expressed as 
with n being the outward pointing unit normal vector of 
the considered face and 11 the wave impedance in the 
material surrounding the port plane. The tangential 
components E:/- and H:/- of the incident and 
reflected waves are known from the flux-splitting scheme 
in FVTD. Frequency domain values of the incident and 
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reflected waves are obtained by carrying out a discrete 
Fourier transformation on the fly during the march-in-time 
iteration. 
v. MODE PROJECTION 
In a transmission line multiple modes may exist in one 
geometrical port. Each of these modes is assigned to one 
electromagnetic port m , i.e. a geometrical port can hold 
several electromagnetic ports. To determine multimode 
scattering parameters, a modal extraction must be 
performed in each geometrical port plane. 
The simulated total electric and magnetic field on the 
geometrical port triangle k at time step n can be 
expressed as a sum over all possible modes on that port 
E:’-(k,n) = C&’-(n)e , (k)  
m (8) 
Htf’-(k,n) = X $ / - ( n ) h , ( k )  
m 
where e,(k) and h,,,(k) are normalized template mode 
vectors containing the analytically obtained transversal 
field distribution of the mode m .  $/-(n) is the 
corresponding mode amplitude. 
In order to separate the components of the field of a 
certain mode m from the total field in the port, the 
tangential components of the simulated field are projected 
onto the orthogonal template mode vector [8] 
N 
$’-(n) = - p , ’ / - ( k , n ) .  .,(k)fi (9) 
k = l  
where E:/- is the numerical result of the incident/ 
reflected tangential electric field in the port plane obtained 
in the FVTD simulation. 
The power waves am(n) and bm (n)  - corresponding to 
(5) and (6) - associated with mode m are determined 
using the calculated mode amplitude e / - ( n )  and the 
mode template vectors 
~:+: - (k ,n )  = &/-(n).  em(k) 
(10) 
H,+:-(k, .) = 41- b) h, (k) 
In a mono-mode environment the mode projection helps 
to reduce the number of cells in a port plane that are 
needed for convergence of the scattering parameters. 
Hence the mode projection saves computational cost. 
Nevertheless the cell sues in the port region remain typi- 
cally small in comparison to the element size of the rest of 
the computational domain. Consequently the port cells are 
crucial for determining At . The restraint to pse At in the 
whole computational domain is abolished by the geometry- 
matched local time step scheme that was introduced in [3]. 
The local time steps allow a significant speed-up of the 
simulation by using a short time step in the port region and 
longer time steps where larger cells exist. 
VI. RESULTS 
To demonstrate the ability of the proposed scheme to 
accurately compute the scattering parameters, the retum 
loss of a broadband balun is simulated using FVTD. The 
simulation results are compared to measurements. The 
balun transform waves from an unbalanced coaxial cable 
to a balanced two-wire line. For example this balun can be 
applied in the feeding structure of an antenna, where it 
additionally transforms the 50 !2 impedance of the coaxial 
cable to the antenna impedance. Figure3 shows a 3D 
view of the balun model. Basically the balun consists of a 
coaxial cable that feeds a balanced paired-strip line ending 
in a two-wire line. The center conductor of the coaxial 
cable is lead through a hole in the substrate of the paired- 
strip line and is terminated with a stub as displayed in the 
inset of Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3. Detailed model of the balun. The inset shows the feed 
through the substrate of the inner conductor that is terminated in 
a stub. 
The stub provides a symmetrical transition from the 
coaxial cable to the paired-strip line. The length of the 
stub is approximately a quarter wavelength at the center 
frequency. The outer conductor of the coaxial cable is 
connected on both sides to the paired-strip line and to a 
cavity that is surrounding the feed section (not shown in 
Fig. 3). The magnified view of the coaxial feed on the 
LHS of Fig. 4 shows that the thickness of the outer con- 
ductor is taken into account in the model. The port plane 
is located at the end of the cable. 
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two-wire line n 
formance, e.g. a -10 dB bandwidth is achieved between 4 
and 12 GHz. 
Fig. 4. Balun details with surface discretization. LHS: Coaxial 
feeding section containing the port plane. RHS: The top part of 
the balun forms the transition between paired strips and a two- 
wire line that is soldered to the strips. 
The paired-strip line is tapered along the balun length in 
order to provide the impedance transformation. The tran- 
sition of the paired strips to the two-wire line is shown in 
detail on the RHS of Fig. 4 that displays the soldering of 
the two-wire line to the paired strips. In the FVTD simu- 
lation the two-wire line is terminated with an ABC. 
The balun is investigated in the broadband frequency 
range of 1 to 20 GHz. In Fig. 5 the simulated result of 
Sll is compared to measurement results. 
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Fig. 5. 
of the balun. 
Comparison between the simulated and measured 4 1  
The overall agreement is good. The rippled structure of 
the measurement is resolved in the simulation results. The 
origin of discrepancies around 8 GHz is believed to be 
caused by the different (imperfect) matching conditions at 
both ends of the balun in the simulation and the measure- 
ment. The bandwidth for practical operation of the balun 
obtained in the simulation is matching the measured per- 
vn. CONCLUSION 
In this paper a novel scheme to extract the generalized 
scattering matrix for the FVTD method is proposed. The 
flux-splitting formulation, inherent lo the FVTD algorithm, 
is exploited to obtain the incident and the reflected fields 
on a port plane at each time step. These fields are 
projected on the modes m associated with this port to 
obtain multimode scattering parameters. To demonstrate 
the capability of the proposed scheme, the reflection coef- 
ficient of a balun is simulated and compared with good 
agreement to measured results. 
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